




CaptionSanlorenzo is the world’s number two ship-
yard of yachts over 24 metres. It is number 
one, however, in terms of the great care and 
personalization it dedicates to every single 
detail. These are qualities that make it a gen-
uine nautical boutique. Each design starts 
out as a blank slate that both Sanlorenzo 
and the client fill in together, so that every-
thing is made to measure, tailored to every 
desire.

Sanlorenzo SD 112, staircase for guests, 
painting by Turi Simeti.



The SL118 is the purest Sanlorenzo 
SL line, enhanced and strengthened 
by cutting-edge features. 



This year the company will celebrate its 60th birthday. 
The first weekend of May, La Spezia, location of one of 
Sanlorenzo’s shipyards, is expected to become awash with 
the company’s devoted clients who will join in the festivi-
ties. And theirs is a devotion that runs deep, evidenced by 
the fact that 80 per cent of the those who buy a Sanlorenzo 
yacht will later buy a second one.

Sanlorenzo Yacht - SD  126, 
dining area, painting by Ionda. 

Furniture designed by Fernando 
and Humberto Campana.



Dining and living area, 
paintings by Alighiero Boetti.



The brand has experienced quite a revolution. 
In the last decade, it has gone from having a 
turnover of €40 million to €320 million. The 
key to the company’s success has been the 
decision to offer a different kind of maritime 
experience. The stroke of genius is accred-
ited to the style director, Sergio Buttiglieri, 
who saw the importance of getting contem-
porary art and design back into yachting. He 
was able to count on the foresight of Massimo 

Perotti, president and CEO of the brand. 
“There was an immediate relationship of trust 
with Perotti - says Buttiglieri - and as we got 
to know each other, I developed the proposals 
for new potential designers who could trans-
form the image of our yachts. I knew I had a 
great responsibility: if my proposals were not 
right, contracts worth millions of euros could 
be flushed down the tube. So, the choice of 
a famous designer to introduce into yachting 

Table designed by Roberto Lazzeroni for 
Baxter. Bull Chair by Mario Bellini.



Sanlorenzo Yacht SD 126,  
sculpture by Lorenzo Acquaviva 
(courtesy of Imaginificat).



was essential. He had to be someone who had 
never worked in this area before so that the 
newness of his style would have more of an 
impact. He was not to be a radical design-
er, the kind that provoked. Instead, he had to 
be someone who was internationally recog-
nized for the sobriety and refinement of his 
creations.” In the end, it was decided that 

Rodolfo Dordoni Architetti fit the bill, to be 
joined later by Antonio Citterio, Patricia Viel, 
and Piero Lissoni. Perotti immediately put 
Buttiglieri and Dordoni to the test by having 
them design his own yacht. “This is how he an-
nihilated the misgivings that had been spread-
ing throughout the company over this project: 
worries about the unconventional layout, the 

Painting by Capogrossi  (courtesy of Tornabuoni Gallery).



unusual materials, the metropolitan feel. All doubts about its mar-
ketability disappeared directly at the Genoa Boat Show in 2009 
when an Austrian yachtsman arrived and immediately signed the 
purchase for the yacht. He had been ensnared by the decidedly 
contemporary feel of the Dordoni Architetti project. I can still pic-
ture the row of journalists and ship owners who, by word of mouth, 
had come to look at the most admired novelty of the show.”

Upper deck (SD 112) with a painting 
by Riccardo Saltini.



The Sanlorenzo interior is 90 per cent Italian. “I rec-
ommend brands that I have a good feeling about,” 
explains Buttiglieri. “I like to accompany yacht own-
ers to the various Milan showrooms to show them 
their options.” Boffi is one of the indispensable 
trade names.

Designed by Piero Lissoni, Raw 
represents the ruggedness of hewn 
wood, translated in stone to create 

a nuanced play of light and shadow. 



It is essential that every Sanlorenzo be embellished with works 
of art since real luxury, the kind that is truly priceless, is knowl-
edge, wisdom, and of course, beauty. “It often happens that 
the owners themselves, generally collectors, bring works from 
their collections. However, those who already have a Picasso, 
Matisse, Dubuffet, etc, prefer to exhibit emerging young art-
ists on the boat, also for safety reasons. We advise them in col-
laboration with art galleries, above all Tornabuoni Arte.” Which 

Master bedroom with painting 
by Emilio Isgrò.



tastes are the most in vogue? “Abstract works 
are generally preferred, as well as black and 
white photographs, which coordinate well 
with our contemporary interiors.” These are 
yachts of sober elegance: “we want to offer 
our customers a tailor-made suit; a suit that 
does not ostentatiously display their wealth, 

but that reflects their taste for Made in Italy 
in the best possible way. Our yachts are not 
chosen because they are the fastest, nor to 
be shown off. They are characterized by an 
exceptional blending of the exteriors, which 
are in perfect harmony with the quality of the 
interiors.”

Owner’s cabin with two paintings by Chiari (courtesy of Tornabuoni Gallery).



This year Sanlorenzo will be present at Art 
Basel in Switzerland. “We will be inside the 
VIP lounge with a sophisticated installation 
curated by Piero Lissoni, Sanlorenzo’s new 
Art Director. We will demonstrate our exclu-
sive relationship with the great contempo-
rary artists.” Then in December, the brand 
will moor at Art Basel Miami Beach, where 

it has already presented “exhibitions on our 
yachts of Italian art collections from Fontana, 
Manzoni, Burri, Scheggi, and Castellani, to-
gether with contemporary furnishings by Giò 
Ponti, Albini and Sarfatti. In Venice during the 
Art Biennale we exhibited important works 
by Alighiero Boetti on one of our 36-meter 
yachts.”

Sanlorenzo SD 112, paintings by Turi Simeti.


